
Reading Intervention (3rd Grade) - Week of May 4-8

Skill Directions

Phonics Sound Boxes Have students point to each phonics sound box and say the sound(s) the 
team of letters make. 

Nonsense Word Fluency
(Phonics Decoding)

Students needs to point to each word and read it fluently. If the student 
struggles to accurately read the word, then prompt the student to identify 
the vowel sound prior to reading the whole word. 

Word Reading Fluency
Have students fluently read through these words for practice. These 
words are a combination of sight words and words they can decode using 
phonics skills. These are common words students see over and over in 
print. They should be reading the words with automaticity. 

Multisyllabic Words & 
Words with Parts

Have students apply their decoding strategies to read the words. Student 
may underline the vowels in the words and break the words apart by 
syllables/word chunks.

Sentence Fluency Have students independently read the sentences daily until they can read 
them fluently. 

Fluency Passage 

Research has shown that improved fluency supports comprehension of 
text and leads to better overall readers. Please have your student read 
this passage aloud daily. There is no need to time the student. The goal 
is not about reading the passage as fast as he/she can. The students 
need to strive to read the passage with accuracy, in phrases and with 
expression.  Maybe pretend to be a newscaster while reading.  



Phonics Sound Boxes

ph ie -mb sk oy dge oy ir ch

-lt ur tion -nk sl -ct -nt kn ea

igh sh ee wr spl kn th sion sw

oe au scr fl -ld gn sm oa ar

all sp -lk -lp tw oi sc aw oo

ow ind oll pl ai ck tr wh ay

or str ew cr -pt olt ou er st



Nonsense Word Fluency
tud het lom pab fip

mup nop rem ig yab

dern prab sime cug pheme

chank thamp sote nurk stoach

jeem choom jout moal nork

drem plint blewt front lotle

spow gnam vorty squep nisty

nubble scran splate ketty tream



Word Reading  Fluency
look point follow house spend

hurt scale raw most though

other several body spray brave

flew tackle sooner nervous choose

flame target planned doctor fought

eight search distant slice navy

pro stable roam plenty destroy



Multisyllabic Words
rooster applause tattoo understood

turmoil charcoal entertainment embroider

appointment frustrate authentic phantom

census blowtorch widower sausage

homestead throughout downstream freckle

encounter shipwreck liquid sophomore

surrounding pitchfork autographs citrus



Words with Parts
unknown selection exclaimed gently

considerable container sharpener playfulness

information closely rejection meanness

settlement profoundly requirement exploration

disposable affection amazement reflection

unspeakable professor apartment competition

rewritten construction prolonged department



Sentence Fluency
You did astonishingly well on your final midterm 
exam!

Margaret clenched her teeth when the dentist was 
going to use a needle to numb her mouth.

We can have a conversation before I decide what 
your punishment will be.

The silverware began to tarnish as it had been 
sitting in the drawer untouched.

There was a gigantic surge of lightning during 
the horrific thunderstorm.

If you play the instrument incorrectly your music 
notes will not be in tune with the song. 



Fluency Passage
The Olympic Games

   Our whole family watched the Olympics last summer. We
didn’t have to travel anywhere to see the games. We watched
them on TV in our family room.
   The Olympics are held every four years. There is both a
summer Olympics and a winter Olympics. My favorite sports in
the summer are swimming and track and field. In the winter, my
favorites are sledding and ice skating. The skaters are so skilled
that they make skating look easy, even though it isn’t. I like to
watch their jumps and spins.
   The athletes who come in first, second, and third place
receive medals. First place is gold and second place is silver. The third 
place medal is bronze. When they get their medals, the
athletes stand beneath their country’s flag. His or her country’s
song is played for everyone to hear.
   The Olympic Games have been around for two hundred years.
They began with only one race. The games soon grew to last
five days and more sports were added. The Olympics had
strange rules at first. One rule was that only men could be in
the games or even watch.
   Today, both women and men take part in over twenty
different sports. The athletes come from all around the world.
The games always open with a parade and the lighting of the
Olympic flame from a burning torch. Teams of runners carry the
torch from the site of the first games all the way to the country
hosting the games.

   

   


